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Black Diamond (BDE - $5.03) 

In my quest for ideas, I continually track and monitor a variety of special situation categories.  Many are 
fairly well-known to value investors at this point, including spin-offs, post-bankruptcy/restructuring, and 
various other change agents such as management, strategy, or industry structure change.  Black Diamond 
(BDE) checks a number of special situation boxes, including two that are perhaps somewhat less common, 
but can be equally compelling.   

Black Diamond’s arc as a public company leads from one special situation – a cash and NOL-rich shell – to 
the current special situation in which it finds itself – a broken deal.   

I think that broken deals can be particularly compelling investment opportunities.  Arbitrageurs and other 
frustrated shareholders may dump the stock, and management may lose some credibility.  While not 
every broken deal makes for an attractive investment opportunity (like all special situation categories – 
they are just another interesting hunting ground), they can create a situation with both forced or non-
economic sellers and an information vacuum – which can combine to create a compelling opportunity. 

History 

Warren Kanders, the Chairman of Black Diamond, had incredible success with his previous public vehicle, 
Armor Holdings, from the mid-90s to the mid-00s.  Armor Holdings appreciated from under $1 per share 
to $88 per share, the price at which the entire business was sold, in slightly over a decade.  In the midst 
of growing Armor Holdings, Kanders took control of a NOL-rich shell corporation called Clarus Corp (which 
was a remnant of the dot com era).  In 2010, he used the shell to purchase Black Diamond Equipment for 
$90mm (just over 1x sales) and Gregory Mountain Products for $45mm (1.5x sales).   

Two years later, BDE bought POC, a manufacturer of protective gear for “gravity sports” (think ski and 
bike helmets) for $45mm (1.8x sales).  Rounding out the acquisition spree, BDE also bought PIEPS, a 
manufacturer of avalanche beacons, in the summer of 2012, for $15mm (2x sales). 

In the summer of 2014, BDE sold Gregory to Samsonite for $85mm (2.4x sales – almost double their initial 
purchase price).  And earlier this month, BDE sold POC to Dainese for $65mm (1.9x sales). 

Present 

Despite the fairly savvy deal-making – notably with success both entering and exiting several investments 
over the last few years – BDE itself has become the very definition of a “failed deal” stock. 

In March of this year, BDE announced that they were hiring investment bankers to “lead the exploration 
of a full range of strategic alternatives for each of the Company’s brands, Black Diamond, POC, and PIEPS.” 

They followed up in a press release in May, noting the bankers would “lead the exploration of a full range 
of strategic alternatives, including the sale of the Company’s Black Diamond Equipment (including PIEPS) 
and POC brands in two separate transactions.  The Company has received a number of non-binding 
indications of interest with respect to each of its brands.” 

It was clear the company was trying to sell itself – all of itself – either in one transaction or two separate 
transactions.  
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A few weeks ago, on October 8, 2015, the company announced the sale of POC (for, as I have already 
mentioned, $65mm, or 1.9x 2014 sales).  They also noted that this divestiture “completes the Company’s 
strategic review process.”  The sale of the Black Diamond brand had fallen through.  To make matters 
worse in the eyes of most shareholders, Black Diamond announced that they would consider “redeploying 
the proceeds of the sale [of POC] to potentially unrelated and diversifying investments.” 

A fair question to ask is why the deal fell through.  While I have no non-public information about the deal 
process, the company has stated that they had interest for all of the businesses.  I think the bids for BDE 
were likely in the $10-11 per share range, while Warren Kanders was holding out for something in the mid 
teens per share.  Rather than there being no interest in these brands at reasonable valuation multiples, 
the bid-ask spread simply may have been too wide.  I may be wrong, but with the high inside ownership 
of the company, I think Kanders et al didn’t want to sell for anything less than their estimate of full value. 

Regardless, since it became clear that the sale of the whole company was off the table, BDE has fallen 
from $9.30 per share to $5.03 per share (-46%). 

This situation fits my special situation template to a T – forced or other non-economic sellers, an 
information vacuum (no conference calls for over six months), and absolute revulsion towards the 
company and management.   

Amidst this maelstrom, I have tried to calmly sit back and value the business. 

Valuation 

Right now, BDE is fairly simple.  They own the core Black Diamond Equipment brand, PIEPs, and hold 
$77mm of net cash and $167mm of NOLs. 

BDE’s current market cap is $165mm.  It has $77mm of net cash, bringing the enterprise value to $87mm.  
I believe PIEPs is worth at least what they paid for it three years ago, $15mm.  So the market is implying 
that the core Black Diamond Equipment brand is worth $72mm.  That is less than 0.5x my estimate of 
2015 sales for the business (this year Black Diamond Equipment sales should top $160mm).  It is also 
worth noting that the implied $72mm valuation of the business is less than the $90mm that the company 
paid for the business in May, 2010, when it had just $90mm of sales. 

I believe Black Diamond Equipment is worth $230mm - $360mm, which would put intrinsic value of the 
stock at $10-14/sh, based on a variety of conservative estimates and scenarios. 

In all investment decisions, I rely heavily on absolute valuation metrics.  Relative valuations can cause all 
sorts of problems – quality can vary among “comps,” and sometimes all the “comps” can be overvalued 
as a group. 

But for context, I do think a number of comparable transactions in the outdoor equipment space are worth 
noting.   
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Revenue multiples of recent transactions in the space:  

Gregory by BDE 1.5x 
PIEPS by BDE 2x 
POC by BDE 1.8x 
Gregory by Samsonite 2.4x 
POC by Dainese 1.9x 
Camelback by Vista Outdoor 2.6x 
Implied Black Diamond Equipment 0.5x 

 

The earnings power of BDE is understated (another element I tend to look for in investment ideas), as 
they are in the process of building an apparel business from scratch.  The legacy of Black Diamond 
Equipment is in mountaineering hard goods like ice axes and pitons (in fact, its roots date to Chouinard 
Equipment, founded by Yvon Chouinard of Patagonia fame).  Apparel – primarily technical outerwear – is 
a logical extension of the brand.  Given that the apparel business is still basically a start-up, it is consuming 
more cash than it creates.  Thus, for valuation purposes, we need to think about revenue multiples as well 
as the normalized earnings power of the business once the apparel business is at scale.  I think the stock 
is trading at less than 10x earnings assuming a 5% operating margin, or less than 5x earnings assuming a 
10% margin (and I think a high single digit operating income margin is a reasonable estimate of what the 
business is capable of).   

A further sanity check on valuation is that Book Value is $7.56 per share as of 2Q (and likely grew with the 
sale of POC).  At a valuation of roughly two thirds of Book Value, even a small positive return on equity 
would likely be enough to generate a satisfactory return from these prices. 

Conclusion 

Black Diamond has $2.35 per share of net cash on the balance sheet, and the brands it owns are strong, 
growing, and generating (at least moderate amounts of) cash.  Earnings remain understated, yet should 
improve.  Management and members of the board own 30%+ of the company and have a good track 
record of capital allocation and savvy deal-making, both in prior vehicles as well as this one.  I think 
risk/reward is compelling – the company can be categorized as what Monish Pabrai calls “low risk, high 
uncertainty.” 

Potential catalysts include the first conference call where questions will be taken in over six months (on 
November 9, 2015), and the annual meeting of stockholders in New York City about a month later (on 
December 11, 2015).  I would not be surprised to see the company take advantage of the current stock 
price with a sizeable repurchase.  Again, these are savvy deal-makers and capital allocators at the helm.   

I think that $5 or so per share is the wrong price for this stock right now.  $4 per share or even $3 per 
share would also be wrong in my opinion, although in the near term they are certainly possible.  I make 
no attempt to forecast where the stock price will trade in the near term.  The risks that I am focused on 
are real business risks, rather than continued volatility in the short-term price of the stock.   

I believe downside risk of permanent capital loss is limited, while the stock can double in the next two to 
three years as it reaches intrinsic value.   
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Disclaimer 

This write-up was originally published as Appendix II of the Maran Partners Fund LP 2015 3Q Letter to Partners. 

This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any interests in any fund managed by Maran Capital 
Management, LLC.  Any such offering will be made only in accordance with the Fund’s Confidential Offering 
Memorandum (the “Offering Memorandum”). The Fund may not be eligible for sale in some states or countries, nor 
suitable for all types of investors.   

Certain information contained in this document constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified 
by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “intend,” 
“continue” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology.  Due to 
various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or the actual performance of the Partnership described 
herein may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 

This document and information contained herein reflects various assumptions, opinions, and projections of Maran 
Capital Management, LLC (“Maran Capital Management” or “Maran”) which is subject to change at any time.  Maran 
does not represent that any opinion or projection will be realized. 

The analyses, conclusions, and opinions presented in this document are the views of Maran Capital Management 
and not those of any third party. The analyses and conclusions of Maran contained in this document are based on 
publicly available information. Maran recognizes there may be public or non-public information available that could 
lead others, including the companies discussed herein, to disagree with Maran’s analyses, conclusions, and opinions. 

Funds managed by Maran Capital Management may have an investment in the companies discussed in this 
document.  It is possible that Maran may change its opinion regarding the companies at any time for any or no 
reason. Maran may buy, sell, sell short, cover, change the form of its investment, or completely exit from its 
investment in the companies at any time for any or no reason.  Maran hereby disclaims any duty to provide updates 
or changes to the analyses contained herein including, without limitation, the manner or type of any Maran 
investment. 

Prices for securities discussed are closing prices as of October 21, 2015 unless otherwise noted, and are not 
representative of the prices paid by the fund for those securities.  Positions reflected in this letter do not represent 
all of the positions held, purchased, and/or sold, and may represent a small percentage of holdings and/or activity. 

None of the information contained herein has been filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any 
securities administrator under any state securities laws, or any other U.S. or non-U.S. governmental or self-
regulatory authority.  No governmental authority has passed on the merits of this offering or the adequacy of the 
information contained herein.  Any representation to the contrary is unlawful. 

This information is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part. 

 


